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great game fantastic design , some areas of level 2 need abit of work (like the constant streem of zombies when ya bro tries
givin you the shotgun, needs to also be more ammo as theres not enough to last that part of the mission... otherwise fantastic
game and looking forward to seeing the completed game :P. Good ol' classic Othello.

Game is fluid, graphic is crisp and clear, AI is very good. Moreso, it has hotseat and internet\/online play.

Recommended.. All the reviews on the "most helpful" catagory are just people complaining so I'll try to make a review that
acutally reviews it.

cons:
-low resolution
-the game expects you to click on the beat of the song for combos, but the game is bad at recognizing where the beat is, so it's
pretty random if you get a combo or not
-2 of the 3 modes feel stressful and arent' very fun

pros:
you can play with your own music
the 3rd game mode, "ascend" is very fun

As you can see, the cons do outweigh the pros, so I wouldn't recommend buying this at full price. But if you see it on sale, (it's
only 99 cents right now) that third game mode is well worth the money.. A fairly enjoyable adventure-puzzle game with a bit of
story.. \udb40\udc21. r\/deadbydaylight says that legion iis trash that means its trash. Should have come with the Legacy of
Rome expansion.

WTF Paradox.
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If you played Pixel Dungeon, you'll probably like this one too.. Disappointed in how poorly this game runs. It's so laggy I can't
play at all. I even bought a new computer with a better graphics card and I still can't play on the lowest settings. I'll likely play
when it's fully released on when it comes to console.. This really is the best tutorial out the for 3ds Max, though the version he
uses in the video is older, everything is still relevant. The only noticable difference in the video version and the most recent
version are some interface changes. I would recomend this course if you are looking to learn how to use, or improve your skills
with 3ds Max.. When I got this game I expected something like Dance Dance Revolution or Deemo..... My mistake... This
game's story makes no sense at all and it's really REALLY corny. The controls are awkward and personally I don't like how the
whole thing works.... In other words, don't get this game full price, if anything get it while it's on sale.

On the bright side I only spent 99 cents!. Can't stop. Won't stop.. A bit like a grindier version of Stardew Valley that involves
dark humor. 9\/10 would recommend, my only qualms are with the amount of time\/resources it takes to do anything. However,
they did just rebalance the game a little and I am interested to see if this helps a bit.
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